Non-equilibrium and equilibrium fluid systems differ due to the existence of long-range correlations in non-equilibrium that are not present in equilibrium, except at critical points. Here we examine fluctuations of the temperature, of the pressure tensor, and of the heat current in a fluid maintained in a non-equilibrium stationary state (NESS) with a fixed temperature gradient, a system where the non-equilibrium correlations are especially long ranged. if P xyτ is the time average of the microscopic stress tensor, P xy , over a time interval τ then in a NESS with a steady shear rate, γ, ECM studied the probability distribution P(P xyτ ) in a N−particle system. Using an analysis based upon their computer simulations, they showed that,
In recent years fluctuations in fluids maintained in non-equilibrium steady states (NESS), and in non-equilibrium fluids in general, have attracted a large amount of attention. Of particular interest are the studies of Evans, Cohen and Morris (ECM) [1] , Evans and Searles [2] , and of Gallavotti and Cohen [3] . Later related work was done by Jarzynski [4] and by Crooks [5] . Particularly in the earlier work, a focus was on non-equilibrium currents and entropy production. For example, if P xyτ is the time average of the microscopic stress tensor, P xy , over a time interval τ then in a NESS with a steady shear rate, γ, ECM studied the probability distribution P(P xyτ ) in a N−particle system. Using an analysis based upon their computer simulations, they showed that, P(P xyτ ) P(−P xyτ ) = exp Nγˆτ
On the RHS the phase space timedependence Γ (τ ) is restricted such that only the dynamical states i with a given value of P xyτ =´τ 0 dτ P xy [Γ i (τ )] are taken into account. They also numerically determined P(P xyτ ) and found it had a sharp peak around it's average value and that although the bulk of the distribution was consistent with positive entropy production, there was a tail part consistent with negative en-tropy production. The system size or Ndependence of the width of the distribution,
is an interesting open problem.
Prior to this work, it was established in the 1960 ′ s through the 1980 ′ s that correlations are very different in non-equilibrium fluid systems than they are equilibrium systems [6] [7] [8] .
For example, in the early 1980 ′ s it was predicted [9] that the temperature and density correlations in a fluid in a NESS with a temperature gradient were extraordinarily longranged (in a sense growing with system size).
This prediction was subsequently confirmed [10, 11] with great precision in small angle light scattering experiments. For very small angle scattering, the scattering was found to be larger than the equilibrium scattering by a factor of 10 5 . All of this implies that the statistics of fluctuations in non-equilibrium fluids will in general be very different than those for fluctuations in the same fluid in an equilibrium state. For reviews see [8, [11] [12] [13] Here we will expand on this point by examining the system size dependence of not only the temperature fluctuations and distribution, but also the fluctuations and distributions of the pressure tensor, and heat current for a fluid in a NESS with a temperature gradient. This particular NESS (see also point 6 in the discussion) is unique because the correlations are so strong that they extend over the entire system size, see Eq.(3). This is very We start with the well-known expression for the small wavenumber behavior of the temperature fluctuations [9, 11] ,
Here ρ, ν and D T are the mass density, the C T,N ESS (r) [11] . Using Eq. (2) we find that the spatial average of the temperature correlations has a strikingly different size dependence than the corresponding equilibrium temperature correlation. That is
where L is the characteristic system size. In general we will suppress numerical factors in spatially averaged quantities. The N dependence of this spatial average is easily found to be of order N (4−d)/d while the equilibrium quantity would bē 
In either case∆ T,N ESS is large compared tō ∆ T,eq in the large system size limit. Below we generally fix ∆T , to examine the system size dependence. The theoretical results appear even more anomalous if the temperature gradient is fixed.
For three dimensional systems a natural length, l, that occurs is
tio of the non-equilibrium to equilibrium temperature fluctuations is
with σ a molecular diameter. This ratio is generally large if L ≫ σ. Taking the reduced density to be unity, for water this requires, roughly,
or, L/σ > 10 for typical experiments [10, 11] where ∆T /T < 1/5. This sets the scale of the system size where non-equilibrium fluctuations become dominant. If we assume that the temperature fluctuations in the NESS have a Gaussian distribution, we find, again for three dimensions, that
The corresponding probability distribution for equilibrium temperature fluctuations is
From a comparison of these two distributions one can see that the non-equilibrium distribution is dominant whenever the inequality given by Eq. (8) 
with
Here c p , γ, α are, respectively the specific heat at constant pressure, the ratio of specific heats, and the coefficient of thermal expansion. More generally, the long distance part of the fluctuating pressure is [14, 15] 
Averaging this over the NESS and using
Eq.(2) gives Eq.(11).
The pressure fluctuations are
and the non-equilibrium correlation function is C P P (x, y) =< δP (x)δP (y) > N ESS . Using a Gaussian approximation, we find this correlation function to be,
The growth of the temperature correlations with distance implies that the spatially averaged C P P behaves as,
while in equilibrium, 
] (17) and
That is, in three-dimensional nonequilibrium systems the normal stress 
The long ranged part of the temperature fluctuation in Eq. (19) is given by Eq. (2), with the final result for C L H in Fourier space given by,
This result can also be directly obtained with kinetic theory methods [16] . 
That is, even though the current correlations are of long-range, they are weighted by a fac-
and is, in fact, small compared to∆ H,eq because it is of relative order
In analogy with Eq. (13), the non-linear portion of the fluctuating heat current is H (x). It can be readily computed [9, 11] and in space it decays
. To obtain a better measure of these correlations we consider the spatial average of C
These correlations are even weaker then those from the linear portion of the fluctuating heat current and can therefore be neglected.
We conclude with a number of remarks: Non-equilibrium quantities do not have virial expansions [6] . A local expansion of the fluxes or currents in terms of powers of the gradients is also not possible [8, 19, 20] . Other techniques such as maximizing an entropy (for example, the so-called max cal method [21] ) to obtain a non-equilibrium distribution function may not work, at least in their most naive form.
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